Aging investigation of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles in low pH magnetic fluid.
In this study, we report on how surface-passivated and nonpassivated cobalt ferrite nanoparticles (8 nm diameter), suspended as ionic magnetic fluids and aged under low pH conditions, revealed different behavior as far as the time evolution of the iron/cobalt cation distribution, crystal quality, coercivity, and saturation magnetization are concerned. Different techniques were used to perform a detailed study regarding the chemical stability, structural stability, and surface and magnetic properties of the suspended nanoparticles as a function of the aging time. Properties of surface-passivated and nonpassivated nanoparticles were investigated by transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, atomic absorption spectrometry, magnetic measurements, Raman spectroscopy, and Mössbauer spectroscopy. Our data showed that the employed nanoparticle surface passivation process, besides the formation of an iron-rich surface layer, modifies the nanoparticle core as well, improving the crystal quality while modifying the Fe/Co cation distribution and the nanoparticle dissolution rate profile. Magnetic data showed that the saturation magnetization increases for surface-passivated nanoparticles in comparison to the nonpassivated ones, though coercivity decreases after passivation. These two observations were associated to changes in the cation distribution among the available tetrahedral and octahedral sites.